ALL-NEW JEEP®

ALL-NEW JEEP®

THE NEXT GENERATION OF FREEDOM.

A desire for freedom is innate in human beings. It emerges as a desire to explore, a passion for
the natural world, a search for a deﬁned identity. This has always been the authentic essence of
Jeep®, perfectly embodied in Wrangler: an icon that has managed to remain loyal to its roots while
adapting to the changing spirit of the times. Today its irrepressible inclination towards adventure
leads it to explore new terrains, be it on- or off-road. New destinations, new sensations, new
emotions. The journey starts again here.
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YOUR SPIRIT REVEALED.
Free spirits recognize each other on sight: it’s a natural affinity. From the very beginning, Wrangler has
accompanied such pioneers, taking them away from the ordinary, heading towards amazing journeys and
exciting adventures. Its nature has not changed at all over the years – quite the contrary. The most recognizable
vehicle in the world stays true to the original: it has been further improved to deliver more rugged capability, with
increased interior comfort for superior driving experiences.
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SAME CHARACTER, NEW LIGHT.
The new Wrangler design is the natural evolution of a vehicle that remains loyal to the original. The legendary
seven-slot grille with outer slats intersecting with the headlights pays homage to the Jeep® CJ. And the authentic
spirit is immediately evident, clearly distinguishing the Wrangler’s identity. Its wide stance and bold and rugged
shape instantly evoke a sense of strength and sturdiness, a perception reinforced by the lowered beltline.
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A BEACON IN THE STORM.
Iconic round headlamps provide the distinctive Wrangler character. The new Full LED system and fog lights
complete the unique look, offering ultra-bright lighting to signiﬁcantly increase road visibility. LED daytime
running lights are located on the front of the trapezoidal wheel ﬂares, and LEDs are also deployed in the
square-shaped tail lights. To see, be seen and be recognized. Always.
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AUTHENTIC OPEN-AIR
EXPERIENCE.

FREEDOM® TOP 3-PIECE MODULAR HARDTOP
An updated design for a lighter top which is easier
to remove and brings more of the “outside in”.

The all-new Jeep® Wrangler, the only true open-air 4x4 SUV on the market,
has been designed and built for greater freedom.

FOLD DOWN WINDSHIELD*
SKY ONE-TOUCH™ POWER TOP

Now it’s easier than ever to have
more fresh air in the face and
a clearer view of the trail ahead.

The ﬁrst-ever power soft top on a Wrangler
opens up a large panoramic centre section with
removable rear-quarter window sections.

SUNRIDER® SOFT TOP
Echoing the original version, this model’s
spring-assisted, zipperless design has a
ﬂip-back top and removable windows so
sun-lovers can bask with ease.

REMOVABLE DOORS*
*Driving with doors off and windshield down is for off-road use in permitted areas/roads only.

Made of lightweight aluminium.
Take them off and freedom
becomes closer than ever.
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THE POWER TO OPEN
UP YOUR WORLD.
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ADVENTURE GOES URBAN.
A truly adventurous spirit knows no limits. The all-new Jeep® Wrangler comes with superior on-road
dynamics, in order to optimize handling and comfort. The new ﬁve-link suspension system with speciﬁc
shock tuning provides a pleasurable ride and an optimum balance between on-road steering and its
legendary off-road capability. The two-speed transfer case with full-time 4x4 actively contributes
to an exceptional control.
Safety is a priority, with over 65 active and passive safety systems such as Blind Spot Monitoring and
Rear Cross Path Detection, Parkview Rear Backup Camera with Dynamic Grid Lines, Full Speed Forward
Collision Warning Plus, Adaptive Cruise Control, Electronic Stability Control (ESC) with Electronic Roll
Mitigation, front and rear parking sensors, and four standard air bags.
Because safely is the only way to travel.
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LOSE TRACK OF TIME,
NOTHING ELSE.
Totally redeﬁned interiors, now equipped with the latest technology. An authentic style,
great versatility, improved comfort and intuitive features. Every detail reveals expert
craftsmanship and top-quality materials. Metal-plated elements and ﬁne upholstery now
in leather with accent stitching – each and every feature is carefully planned. A push-button
starter, featuring a weather-proof surround, is easily located within the driver’s reach.
And what is more, every Wrangler comes standard with durable and washable interiors,
ﬁtted with drain plugs for easy clean-up. The end product is a new interior where the
concept of time can be easily forgotten.
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NATURALLY REFINED.
Wrangler interiors evoke the reﬁnement of nature and its attention to details. Soft-touch
surfaces, leather-wrapped dashboard on Sahara, heated seats and steering wheel,
leather-trimmed seats with accent stitching and embroidered logos for Sahara and Rubicon.
A heady blend of details for an unprecedented driving sensation.
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BREAK THE SOUND BARRIER.
The all-new Jeep® Wrangler’s interior combines rugged details and on-board pleasure to deliver superior
driving experience. The perfect environment to fully enjoy the sound quality of the available 552-Watt Alpine®
All-Weather Premium Audio System with 8 speakers and a rear subwoofer.
Nothing less for an unrivalled off-roader.
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CUSTOMIZED CONNECTION.
The new instrument cluster is equipped with an available 7” thin-ﬁlm transistor LED display. This allows
information to be conﬁgured in more than 100 ways, including current media being played, tyre pressure or digital
speed readout. The available fourth-generation Uconnect™ 8.4” touchscreen system, located in the mid-centre
console, features smartphone connectivity, pinch-to-zoom capability and Drag’n’Drop functionalities, allowing
owners to customize the system with their own most commonly-used menu buttons and speciﬁc Off-Road Pages
providing vehicle status while operating in off-road conditions.

Apple CarPlay™ enables iPhone users to access Apple Maps,
messages, phone and Apple Music through Siri voice control
or Uconnect™ touchscreen.

Android Auto™ enables easy and safe access to hands–free voice
control, Google Maps™ and Google Play Music™
via Uconnect™ touchscreen or steering–wheel controls.*
* Requires the Android Auto app on Google Play and an Android compatible smartphone running Android™ 5.0
Lollipop or higher. Google, Google Play, Android Auto and other related marks are trademarks of Google LLC.
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FUEL ADVENTURE.
Advanced and efficient powertrains. The 2.2 Multijet 200 HP diesel and the
2.0 turbocharged 272 HP petrol are mated with the state-of-the-art 8-speed
automatic transmission, enabling optimal engine output while on the trails or
enjoying smooth, efficient power delivery at highway speeds. The new full-time
transfer case with selectable part-time perfectly distributes power between
front and rear wheels for superior handling and an improved driving experience.

272
2
72 HP petrol engine

200 HP di
diesell engine
i

Automatic Transmission

Transfer case with selectable part-time
part time
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ALWAYS IN YOUR ELEMENT.
All destinations are within reach, because all terrains can be travelled. Two 4X4 systems Command-Trac® on Sahara and Sport, and Rock-Trac® on Rubicon - offer full-time torque
management, enabling optimal grip in slippery, low-traction conditions such as driving over rock,
sand, gravel, snow or ice. The Trac-Lok® limited-slip rear differential is available on Sport and
Sahara trims, while the Rubicon features the Tru-Lok® electric front and rear axle lockers for extra
torque and grip to face the toughest conditions. Because adventure is great in any environment.
Thanks to legendary 4x4 capabilities, every Wrangler model receives a Trail Rated badge, certifying
that the vehicle has passed a series of gruelling tests in ﬁve categories: Traction, Water Fording,
Manoeuvrability, Articulation and Ground Clearance.
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TURN ANY DIRECTION
INTO A ROAD.
The New Rubicon is the most capable Wrangler ever. True to its heritage,
it has the traction to handle some of the harshest and most unpredictable driving
conditions.
• Rock-Trac® 4x4 system with a “4LO” ratio of 4:1
with 77,2:1 crawl ratio.
• Selec-Trac® full-time two-speed transfer case.
• Heavy duty next-generation Dana axles.
• Tru-Lok® electric front and rear axle lockers.
• 32-inch BF Goodrich Mud-Terrain tyres.
• Electronic front sway-bar disconnect, to provide additional wheel travel
when the terrain calls for it.
• Approach/Departure/Breakover angles: 36,4°/30,8°/25,8°.
• Maximum ground clearance: 255 mm.
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ALL-NEW JEEP® WRANGLER
SPORT - SAHARA - RUBICON (2 OR 4 DOORS)

EXTERIOR
• Body coloured grille
• Black one piece fender ﬂares
• Full-frame metal removable doors
• Vented power dome hood
• Full-size spare tire
• Unique 17” Aluminum Wheels
• Daytime Running Lights (DRL)
• Halogen head lamps, tail lamps, fog lamps
• Rear tow hook
• Skid plates for fuel tank, transfer case
• Sunrider® Soft Top in Black vinyl
INTERIOR
• Dual zone auto air conditioning
• 8-spot ambient interior Led Lighting
• Cloth seats
• Silver Platinum dash mid-panel
• Leather wrapped steering wheel
• Rubberized radio screen protection
• Washout interiors
• Fold-and-Tumble removable rear bench seat (2-door only)
CAPABILITY
• Command-Trac™ 2,72:1 4x4 system
• Full time transfer case with selectable part time system
• Next Generation Dana 30/44 axles
• 3,45 Rear Axle Ratio (with 2.0 Petrol Engine)
• 3,73 Rear Axle Ratio (with 2.2 Diesel Engine)
• 8-speed Automatic Transmission
FUNCTIONALITY
• Torx® tool kit for top and door removal and windshield folding
• Tilt and telescoping steering column
• Keyless Go button
• Electrochromic rear-view mirror with dusk sensor
• Rear Parking Sensors
TECHNOLOGY & SAFETY
• UconnectTM 7’’ NAV touch screen Infotainment System with DAB+ Radio
• Apple CarPlay and Android Auto compatibility
• Tire pressure monitoring display
• 8-speaker audio system
• 3,5” TFT Instrument cluster
• Side repeater lamp on mirror
• Rear Back-up Camera with Dynamic Gridlines
• Active Speed Limiter and Cruise Control
• Electronic Stability Control (ESC) and Trailer Sway Control (TSC)
• Hill Start Assist (HSA) and Electronic Roll Mitigation (ERM)
• Hill Descent Assist
• Advanced multistage driver and front-passenger air bags
• Supplemental front-seat-mounted side air bags
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All Sport features, plus:
EXTERIOR
• Body coloured fender ﬂares
• Body coloured 3-piece hard top
• 18” Aluminum wheel with All-Terrain tires
• Unique front and rear bumpers with Silver bezels
• Tubular side steps
• Automatic Headlamp Leveling System
• LED Daytime Running Lamps
• LED Front Fog Lamps
• LED Tail Lamps
• Deep-tint sunscreen windows
INTERIOR
• Premium cloth seats with Sahara logo
• Additional USBs (second row of seats)
TECHNOLOGY & SAFETY
• UconnectTM 8.4’’ NAV touch-screen Infotainment System with DAB+ Radio
• Apple CarPlay and Android AutoTM integration
• 7” TFT Conﬁgurable Colour Instrument cluster
• 9-speaker all-weather Alpine Premium Audio System with subwoofer
• Front Parking sensors

OVERLAND PACK
• Black McKinley Leather Seats with Overland logo
• Leather wrapped instrument panel
• Side Exterior Overland Hard Badge
• Body Color Grille with Bright Accent Throats and Headlamp Bezels
• Painted Bright Accent mirrors
• 18” tech granite crystal face wheels with unique design
• Hard Spare Tire Cover
• Passive Entry
• Blind Spot Detection withs Rear Cross Path
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All Sport features, plus:
EXTERIOR
• Body coloured grille with dark accent throats
• Premium Black Sunrider Soft Top
• 17” alloy wheels with 32’’ off-road Mud Terrain tires
• Accent coloured fender ﬂares
• Automatic Headlamp Leveling System
• Daytime Running Lamps
• Front Fog Lamps
• Tail Lamps
• Unique Rubicon® hood decal
• Rear tow hook in Red
INTERIOR
• Premium cloth seats with Rubicon logo and red accent stitching
• Additional USBs (second row of seats)
CAPABILITY
• Rock-Trac® 4,0:1 4x4 system
• Full time transfer case with selectable part time system
• Heavy Duty Dana 44 axles
• Electronic sway bar disconnect system
• Tru-Lok® front and rear Locking Differentials
• Performance suspension system
• Premium Rock rails
TECHNOLOGY & SAFETY
• UconnectTM 8.4’’ NAV touch screen Infotainment System with
DAB+ Radio
• Apple CarPlay and Android AutoTM integration
• 7” TFT Configurable Colour Instrument cluster
• 9-speaker all-weather Alpine Premium Audio System with
subwoofer
• Front Parking sensors
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SOME THINGS JUST

REFLECT YOUR STYLE.
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WHEELS.

18” POLISHED WHEELS
WITH TECH GRAY SPOKES
Standard on Sahara
17” MACHINE FACED WHEELS
WITH BLACK POCKETS
Standard on Rubicon

17” MACHINE FACED
BLACK WHEELS
Available on Rubicon
18” MACHINE FACED
TECH GRAY WHEELS
Available on Sahara
with Overland Pack

17” MACHINE FACED
GRANITE CRYSTAL WHEELS
Standard on Sport
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with

Pack

Black bucket
Mckinley leather

Black low-back
bucket cloth

Heritage Tan
low-back
bucket cloth

Black
bucket leather

Dark Saddle
bucket leather

Black Premium
low-back bucket cloth

Black
bucket leather

Dark Saddle
bucket leather

Black
cloth

Heritage
Tan cloth

SEATS.

COLOURS.

Ocean Blue
Metallic

Granite Crystal
Metallic

Billet Silver
Metallic

Punk’n
Metallic

Hellayella

Bikini

Firecracker Red

Bright White

Sting-Gray

Black

MAKE YOUR
OWN ADVENTURE.
Every great adventure begins when you turn the steering wheel and go off the beaten path, and with the
wide range of authentic Mopar accessories you will discover how unlimited your options can really be.
Mopar offers many solutions for your Jeep® Wrangler, from performance to style, down to the smallest
details. With Jeep® Performance Parts, make sure your one-of-a-kind Wrangler is ready to face
the most challenging roads and with its own distinctive look. Personalize the exterior with the mesh
bikini and the original Mopar graphics, conquer the water with the snorkel by Jeep® Performance Parts
and dominate rocky trails with the tough, heavy-gauge steel rock rails.
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The unpredictable nature of adventure is what makes it unforgettable, and being prepared is what
makes it look easy.Turn your next stop into the perfect relaxing sunset break with the tailgate table
and thanks to the cargo tray kit and moulded cargo tray combination, and your boot will be well
protected from any surprises along the way.

To fully enjoy every moment of your journey choose the ﬁrst-class
maintenance plan features offered by Mopar Vehicle Protection.
With genuine parts and highly specialized services, your
Jeep® Wrangler is always headed in the right direction.
Discover more at http://jeep.mopar.eu/jeep/
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TECHNICAL DATA.
2 doors
TRIM

SPORT

Chassis
Transmission type

SAHARA

4 doors
RUBICON

SPORT

SAHARA

Body on frame

Body on frame

8-speed ATX 4WD

8-speed ATX 4WD

4x4

4x4

RUBICON
TRIM

SPORT

Emission Compliance
Traction system
Transfer Case

Command-Trac® Full Time 2.72:1

Rock-Trac® Full Time 4:1

Command-Trac® Full Time 2.72:1

Lenght (mm)

4334

4882

Width (mm)

1894

1894

Rock-Trac® Full Time 4:1

Emission CO2 (g/km) Combined

Height with hard top (mm)

1821

1839

1841

1828

1838

1848

Height with soft top (mm)

1858

1878

1879

1881

1891

1901

Wheelbase (mm)

Fuel

2.2-liter MultiJet II

2.2-liter MultiJet II

2 doors

4 doors

SAHARA

RUBICON

SPORT

SAHARA

Euro 6d-TEMP

Euro 6d-TEMP

Diesel

Diesel

RUBICON

197 - 198

198

197

202

202

201

Fuel consumption (L/100km) Urban

9,1

9,1

9

9,7

9,7

9,6

Fuel consumption (L/100km) Extra urban

6,5

6,5

6,5

6,5

6,5

6,5

Fuel consumption (L/100km) Combined

7,5

7,5

7,5

7,6 - 7,7

7,7

7,6

245 - 247

245

250

250 - 253

250

255

2459

3008

41°/34.4°

41°/34.4°

Turning diameter (m)

10,36

12,28

Performance (0-100 Km/h) (sec)

8,9

8,9

9,6

9,6

9,6

10,3

Steering turns (lock to lock)

3,68

3,24

Top Speed (km/h)

180

180

160

180

180

160

Steering Angle: inner/outer wheel

Approach/Departure/Break over angle
Max Ground Clearance (mm)
Trail Rating

WLTP emission CO2 (g/km) Combined

35.2/29.2/23.9

37.4/30.5/26.2

36.4/30.8/25.8

34.8/29.9/19.2

35.4/30.7/20.0

36/31.4/20.8

235

260

255

232

242

252

8

7

10

8

8

9

Water Fording (mm/kmph)

762/8

760/8

4

5

203

548

Total cargo volume behind 1 row (l)

598

1059

Fuel tank capacity (l)

66

81

UREA tank capacity (l)

18,92

18,92

Front Brakes

Vented disc 330x28mm

Vented disc 330x28mm

Rear Brakes

Solid disc 342x14 mm

Solid disc 342x14 mm

Seating capacity
Total cargo volume behind 2nd row (l)
st

TRIM

SPORT

Emission Compliance
Fuel

2.0-liter Turbocharged

2.0-liter Turbocharged

2 doors

4 doors

SAHARA

RUBICON

SPORT

SAHARA

Euro 6d-TEMP

Euro 6d-TEMP

Gasoline

Gasoline

RUBICON

Emission CO2 (g/km) Combined

198 - 200

198

211

201 - 204

201

213

Fuel consumption (L/100km) Urban

11,7 - 12,3

11

12

11

11

12

7,1 - 7,5

7,1

8,1

7,5 - 7,9

7,5

8,3

9

9

10

9

9

10

254 - 264

254

254

263 - 274

263

261

Fuel consumption (L/100km) Extra urban
Fuel consumption (L/100km) Combined
WLTP emission CO2 (g/km) Combined

Front Axle

Dana M186
LD Axle Open

Dana M186
LD Axle Open

Dana M210
HD Axle Locking

Dana M186
LD Axle Open

Dana M186
LD Axle Open

Dana M210
HD Axle Locking

Performance (0-100 Km/h) (sec)

7,3

7,3

tbc

7,5 - 7,9

7,5

8,3

Rear Axle

Dana M200
HD Axle LS

Dana M200
HD Axle LS

Dana M220
HD Axle Locking

Dana M200
HD Axle LS

Dana M200
HD Axle LS

Dana M220
HD Axle Locking

Top Speed (km/h)

177

177

156

177

177

156

The speciﬁcation (B) indicates the value of CO2 and fuel consumption determined on the basis of the measurement / correlation method referring to the NEDC cycle as per Regulation (EU) 2017/1152-1153.
The CO2 and fuel consumption values obtained according to applicable regulation are indicated in order to allow the comparison of vehicle data. The homologation values of CO2 and fuel consumption may not reﬂect the actual values of CO2
and fuel consumption, which depend on many factors related, by way of example but not limitation, to the driving style, the route, the weather and road conditions, the condition, use and equipment of the vehicle.

The indicated value of CO2 and fuel consumption refers to the versions of the vehicle with the highest and the lowest values. Those values may change with the subsequent conﬁguration depending on equipment
selected and/or size of tires selected. The indicated values of CO2 and fuel consumption are not deﬁnitive and may evolve as a result of changes in the production cycle; more up-to-date values will be available at the
selected official dealer of the FCA network. In any case, the official values of CO2 and fuel consumption of the vehicle purchased by the customer will be provided with the documents accompanying the vehicle.
In cases where the values of CO2 and fuel consumption are relevant for the purposes of calculating taxes and duties related to the vehicle, reference should be made to the applicable laws in each country.
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This brochure is a publication of FCA. All product illustrations and specifications are based upon current information at the time of publication approval. FCA reserves the right to make changes from time to time, without notice or
obligation, in prices, specifications, colours, materials, and to change or discontinue models, which are considered necessary to the purpose of product improvement or for reasons of design and or marketing.
Jeep® is a registered trademark of FCA US LLC.
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